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• This study: use FE model with Individual Slopes (FEIS) to test and correct for these biases
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Estimation and tests using Stata or R

**Stata**

Installation  
ssc install xtfeis

Estimation  
xtfeis y x, slope(t) cluster(id)

ART  
xtart [FEIS] [, fe re]

BSHT  
xtbsht FEIS FE, seed(123) reps(100)

**R**

Installation  
install.packages("feisr")

Estimation  
feis(y ~ x | t, data=df, id="id", robust=TRUE)

ART  
feistest(FEIS, robust=TRUE, type="all")

BSHT  
bsfeistest(FEIS, seed=123, rep=100, type="all")
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• Control vars: Dummy educational enrollment, Survey year (grouped)
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Mothers

Age
16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-55

Log hourly wage (predicted)

low ED - low AFQT
low ED - high AFQT
high ED - low AFQT
high ED - high AFQT
Results: Effect of Motherhood and Marriage across Models

- Marriage: standard FE models biased, Motherhood: FE unbiased
- Artificial Regression Test: no need for FE or FEIS models to estimate effect of motherhood
Results: Effects of Motherhood by Skill level

- **FE models**: motherhood penalty does vary by skill, results heavily depend on specification
- **FEIS model**: motherhood does not vary by skill

![Graph showing motherhood wage penalty per child (%) for different skill levels and FE model specifications.](image)
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